
Safe, accurate and easy to use... Honda Civic Navigation System

Honda was the first manufacturer

to offer an in-car navigation

system. With twenty five years

experience and numerous

customer satisfaction awards for

navigation, you can be sure that

you will be accurately guided to

your destination. With the latest

features like dynamic re-routing

around traffic congestion, full

Voice Control and a single DVD

displaying data for all of Western

Europe, the Civic Navigation

System takes you further.

Your navigation system has

been specifically created to

complement the Civic driving

experience. Fully integrated into

the vehicle you can be assured

that the system will be safe,

extremely accurate and easy

to use.

These specification details do not apply to any particular product which is supplied or
offered for sale. The manufacturers reserve the right to vary their specifications,
including colour, with or without notice and at such times in such manner as they think
fit. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to
ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. This publication shall
not constitute in any circumstances whatsoever an offer by the Company to any
person. All sales are made by the Distributor or Dealer concerned subject to and with
the benefit of the standard Conditions of Sales and Warranty given by the Distributor
or Dealer, copies of which may be obtained from him/her on request. Whilst efforts are
made to ensure specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several
months in advance of distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect
either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the provision of a particular
feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specification details with the
supplying Dealer or Distributor, especially if your model selection is dependent upon
one of the features advertised.
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Safe
We wanted the new Civic satellite navigation

to match the inspired qualities of the car

itself, so we created a totally integrated

system from scratch. Designed specifically

to complement the car's unique driving

experience, it has some revolutionary

features. Like intense clarity from a 7” LCD

screen mounted in the dash which offers

multiple views. including split screen, turn

by turn, and detailed junction guidance.

Because safety is paramount in all Honda

thinking, the Civic Navigation system has

voice activation abilities, which means

you can give verbal instructions without

taking your eyes from the road and your

hands from the wheel. The system will then

'talkback' and confirm instructions, so you

know your request has been totally

understood. This voice activation also

controls audio and climate control without

you having to lift a finger.

Easy to use
Navigation should be about making driving simpler, and that includes operation

of the system itself. The Civic system is ultra simple. Operate at the touch of

the Multi-jog Commander or by voice. Either way, the system provides up to

five routes from your current position: the fastest, shortest, easiest., avoiding

motorways and toll roads, and avoiding congestion charge zones. The Route

Preview Screen provides distances, journey times, and an overview, allowing for

a more informed selection.

Even if you don't have the full address, the system is so intelligent it can

guide you to your destination using just its 7 digit postcode. It also provides over

2 million POIs (Points of Interest). Stored on the system's DVD it contains

information on everything from amenities and activities to your nearest Honda

dealer and your preferred choice of restaurant.

The Civic Navigation System helps you get the maximum from your journey

with minimum effort.

Traffic accidents and congestion are

unpredictable and can happen at

any time, but with the Civic's

Navigation System having the

additional benefit of Dynamic Route

Guidance, they're not a problem.

Because it's linked to Trafficmaster

which constantly receives updates

on traffic conditions, it can be

programmed to automatically guide

you around troublespots as you're

on the move. It costs nothing but

could save you hours of frustration

and inconvenience.

Integrated Dynamic
Route Guidance takes
you round hold-ups

Western Europe on one DVD means
you can go further

Five route overview option Avoid the hold ups with Real time traffic
information from Trafficmaster

Traffic incident information provides the detail Split screen simplifies guidance Find it quick! with Seven digit postcode input

Accurate
With a single DVD covering all Western Europe, the

Civic Satellite Navigation System will take you

further, and with greater accuracy. Unlike ordinary

GPS based systems, it's integrated with the car's

infotainment system, which means it can access

vehicle speed. This is vital, especially in urban

areas where buildings, underpasses and bridges

can restrict GPS data, making the difference

between missing a turning or not. With both GPS

and speed access you can drive to your destination

with pinpoint accuracy. This integration also

significantly reduces the risk of theft.

Easy access to all features is straight
to the point

2.2 million Points of Interest makes
more of your journey


